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Abstract

Classical search algorithms rely on the existence of a sufficiently powerful evalua-
tion function for non-terminal states. In many task domains, the development of such
an evaluation function requires substantial effort and domain knowledge, or is not even
possible. As an alternative in recent years, Monte-Carlo evaluation has been succesfully
applied in such task domains.

In this paper, we apply a search algorithm based on Monte-Carlo evaluation,Monte-
Carlo Tree Search, in the task domain of production management problems. These can
be defined as single-agent problems which consist of selecting a sequence of actions
with side effects, leading to high quantities of one or more goal products. They are
challenging and can be constructed with highly variable difficulty. Earlier research
yielded an offline learning algorithm that leads to good solutions, but requires a long
time to run. We show that Monte-Carlo Tree Search leads to a solution in a shorter
period of time than this algorithm, with improved solutionsfor large problems. Our
findings can be generalized to other task domains.

1 Introduction
Search and evaluation. Traditional tree-search algorithms such asαβ-Search and A*
Search have been successfully applied in many task domains,for instance board games
such as Checkers and Chess (e.g., [1, 2, 3]). Starting from the current state of such a game,
a tree is developed that reflects the various possible moves.If we were able to expand this
tree up to the level of final states, an optimal strategy couldbe found for any state using
Minimax backpropagation. However, almost all games require a game tree that cannot
be completely constructed. Therefore, search techniques rely heavily on the existence of
an evaluation function: Instead of expanding the game tree until the end of the game is
reached, we expand it just a few (e.g., 5 to 10) moves ahead andthen estimate the value
of the (non-final) states obtained using an evaluation function which is usually heuristic
[4, 5]. Research in the combinatorial games domain has shownthat obtaining a sufficiently
accurate evaluation function can be difficult (if not impossible) and/or requires a substantial
amount of parameter tuning [6].

Monte-Carlo techniques. To address the problems outlined above, Monte-Carlo sampling
is used in many combinatorial games as an evaluation function [7, 8, 9, 10]. The idea of
Monte-Carlo sampling is basically to perform a large numberof (randomized) simulations,
and then analyse the results of these simulations statistically in order to approximate some
outcome which cannot be computed exactly. Monte-Carlo techniques were first applied to
compute integrals and subsequently became very popular in physics and computer science
(e.g., Reinforcement Learning [11]).

In combinatiorial games, Monte-Carlo sampling can be applied without including any
domain knowledge, except for the rules of the game at hand. Itevaluates a states by playing
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random games until the end. The outcome of these games is thenstatistically analyzed, e.g.,
by calculating the mean outcome. This value then constitutes the evaluation ofs. Monte
Carlo evaluation has been applied successfully in non-deterministic games, such as Bridge
[10], Scrabble [8] and Poker [9]. In addition, it was introduced recently in deterministic
games [7]. In the game of Go, which is resistant to easily developed evaluation functions
[6], Monte-Carlo sampling techniques have yielded convincing results recently, posing an
alternative to common knowledge-intensive evaluation functions.

Given the success of search algorithms that use Monte-Carloevaluation in adversarial
games (i.e., a multi-agent setting), this article examinesthe possibility of applying such a
search algorithm,Monte-Carlo Tree Search(MCTS), to a single-agent task domain.

Production management problems. As a task domain for a comparison between our pro-
posed algorithm MCTS and other algorithms, we useproduction management problems
(PMPs) [12]. In summary, these problems can be defined as planning problems which re-
quire parameter optimization over time and can be addressedby the selection of actions
with side effects. They contain the following four elements. First, there is a fixed set of
products– thesizeof the problem is equivalent to the size of this set. Second, there is a
fixed set ofproduction actions, which are used to convert certain products into other prod-
ucts or to obtain one or more products. These actions may require time and money. Some
actions may also produce money (selling actions). Third, there areconstraintssuch as a
limited amount of time or money available. Fourth, the goal for a problem solver is to
produce as much as possible of some of the products, denoted as thegoal products. This
can be achieved by developing an optimal sequence (or plan) of actions, given the avail-
able products, actions, constraints and money. The complexity of these problems grows
exponentially with the number of products and actions, as will be shown below.

In [12], PMPs have been addressed by applying two planning algorithms; one using a
fixed heuristic (Fixed Planning Heuristics or FPH), and one using an evolutionarily opti-
mized heuristic (Evolutionary Planning Heuristics or EPH). The authors conclude that EPH
performs better than FPH, mainly because EPH is able to take into account the current state
of the problem and because no limit was imposed on the time available to find a solution.
It was observed that large PMPs (i.e., with 30 products) require a very long optimization
time before a satisfactory outcome is reached, and FPH sometimes leads to better results in
these problems, as EPH terminates with a clearly suboptimalsolution.

Our contribution. In this paper, we introduce Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) as a
potential method for production management problems. We show that (i) MCTS reaches
at least the same score as EPH in problems of sizesn ≤ 24 while using substantially less
calculation time; (ii) MCTS outperforms EPH both in score and runtime in problems of
size24 < n ≤ 40 and (iii) the MCTS algorithm is able to address even larger problems in
reasonable time.

The performance of MCTS on PMPs gives us information on the expected performance
of this algorithm on other task domains related to search andgames, for four reasons, viz.
(1) PMPs resemble the problems typically addressed by search algorithms in games (i.e.,
complete information, discrete time steps), (2) PMPs are easy to formalize and implement,
(3) PMPs are intractable problems, yet they are scalable to any desired size and (4) it
is possible to develop difficult PMPs, even if these problemsdo not require adversarial
planning or reasoning with uncertainty.

Structure of this article. In Section 2, we present a formalization of PMPs and briefly
discuss the complexity of such problems. In Section 3, we discuss the algorithms used in
previous research and this research. In Section 4, we look atthe experimental setup and the
results obtained with regard to performance and running times of the algorithms discussed.
In Section 5, we discuss results, conclude and look at futurework.



2 Formalizing production management problems

Formalization. In this section, we present a formalization of production management
problems. As in [12], we focus on a simplified version for which we ignore non-determinism
and earning additional money that can be utilized to cover the costs of actions. The result-
ing problem can be formalized as follows.

• P is the set of products{p1, . . . , pn}. Thesizeof the problem,|P |, is denoted byn.

• The possibly infinite set of possible problem states is denoted byS. The problem statest ∈ S

at a certain moment in time (starting withs0) is a tuple(mst , qst(p)). Here,mst is the money
available in this state, and the functionqst : P → N defines the quantity available for each
product in the statest.

• G ⊂ P is the set of goal products. The reward per goal product,r : P → R
+, is specified by

p 6∈ G → r(p) = 0 andp ∈ G → r(p) > 0. The total reward in a statest can be calculated
using the functionR(st) =

P

p∈G
r(p) · qst(p). The goal of the problem is to reach a state

st in whichR(st) is optimal.

• A denotes the set of actions that enable the transition from one state to another. Here,c : A →
N

+ denotes the cost of actiona. Due to this cost, we will have less money to spend in every
subsequent state, and thus we ensure that any problem will have a finite number of possible
actions.t : A → N denotes the time actiona takes to complete, assuming discrete timesteps.
The functionin : A → P(P × N

+) denotes the amounts of products required to executea;
out : A → P(P × N

+) denotes the amounts of products produced bya if it is executed.

Additional constraints. For this research, we introduce five constraints in additionto
this formalism, also introduced in [12]. PMPs based on the formalism and these additional
constraints fall more or less within the same class of difficulty and possess some convenient
properties such as a strict ordering of actions and guaranteed solvability. However, PMPs
that adhere to these additional constraints are not essentially easier than PMPs that do not
adhere to them.

1. Every action requires at most two products and produces one or two products. Every product
is produced by exactly two actions.

2. Costs and durations of actions can be selected from a limited domain for alla ∈ A: c(a) ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4} andt(a) = 1. We limit the domain for the coefficientsx for required and produced
productsp by implying the condition(p, x) ∈ in(a) ∨ (p, x) ∈ out(a) → x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

3. Cycles in the product chain are prevented: An action cannot produce products with a lower
index than the highest index of its required products, plus one.

4. We defineG = {pn} andr(pn) = 1.

5. The problem solver starts with an initial amount of money equal to20 ·n and none of the prod-
ucts present. The number20 · n is intentionally rather small to keep the problem complexity
manageable. Thus,s0 = (ms0

, q0) with ms0
= 20 · n andp ∈ P → q0(p) = 0.

A small example PMP that adheres to the formalism and constraints presented here,
is shown in Figure 1. For legibility, all coefficients have been omitted. Circles represent
actions and squares represent products. For example, action A requires productsp2 and
p3 and produces the productp4. The goal product isp4, which can be produced by using
various product chains, e.g., by using actionC to produce productsp1 andp2, and then
using actionB to producep3 andp4. Some other product chains are also possible.

Complexity. Experimental results obtained using an algorithm that generates random in-
stances of PMPs adhering to both the formalism and the additional constraints, show that
|A| ≈ n + 1. Solving such PMPs is a hard task. Using a mathematical formalization of
PMPs, we were able to reduce the NP-Hard 3SAT problem to a PMP,showing that PMPs
are also NP-Hard. This reduction is not included here due to space constraints.
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Figure 1:Example of a PMP that adheres to the formalism and constraints presented in this paper.

3 Methods

Fixed Planning Heuristics. In [12], two algorithms, both based on abductive planning,
are proposed and tested, viz. Fixed Planning Heuristics (FPH) and Evolutionary Planning
Heuristics (EPH). The FPH algorithm generates a plan every time an action must be se-
lected. As a first step, the algorithm determins the actions that produce the goal productpn

(in Figure 1,n = 4 and actionsA andB produce the goal productp4). From these actions,
it chooses the one that contributes the most to the goal at thelowest price. If this action
is executable, it is returned as the action that will be executed. If it is not executable, the
algorithm finds the best action that makes it as executable aspossible. This criterium is
determined using a heuristic that provides approximate information; it cannot be calculated
exactly for all actions, due to the problem structure [12]. This process continues until an
action is found that is executable, and this action is then chosen as the current action.

Note that the requirement for a heuristic in FPH has a lot in common with the require-
ment of an evaluation function in search algorithms. For a complete explanation of the
heuristic designed for PMPs, we refer to [12].

Evolutionary Planning Heuristics. The Evolutionary Planning Heuristics (EPH) algo-
rithm is a combination of FPH and evolutionary computation.Instead of a manually de-
signed heuristic for the traversal of the plan-space searchtree, the algorithm uses a heuristic
that is generated by a neural network. The input of this network consists of the current prob-
lem statest. The output consists of a preference value for each action. The neural network
is trained by weight optimization with a genetic algorithm,by means of offline learning. A
single problem is repeatedly offered until the algorithm, starting from the states0, is able
to reach a states in which the rewardR(s) is satisfactory.

This algorithm is interesting because it eliminates the need for a manually developed
heuristic, or more broadly, the need for a manually developed evaluation function. As
has been remarked above, the elimination of this need is a valuable contribution to the
field of planning and search algorithms because many domainsare resistant to manually
developed evaluation functions. Since the research presented in [12] indicates that EPH,
an algorithm without a manually developed evaluation function, is able to address PMPs
rather successfully, we are interested in applying anothersuch algorithm: Monte-Carlo
Tree Search.

Monte-Carlo Tree Search. In summary, Monte-Carlo Tree Search is a tree search and
expansion algorithm which uses Monte-Carlo sampling as itsevaluation function and is
both explorative and exploitative. Each node of the search tree contains a current problem



state, the possible actions, and some other information about this state, i.e., the mean value
and the standard deviation of the simulations made startingfrom this node.

The algorithm works in two steps. First, the root node is expanded recursively to a
certain depth (6 or 7 in our experiments). The current score of all newly created nodes is
initially set to0, because it is not known yet how to build the goal product. Second, a certain
number ofsimulated gamesare played, according to Algorithm 1, which uses Algorithm
2 to traverse the inner nodes of the tree.1 After every simulated game, the current score
of all nodes on the path to the root of the tree is updated in Algorithm 1 according to the
information obtained in the simulated game.

Data: Current game tree
Result: Updatecurrent score
current node← root node
while current node is not a leaf nodedo

current node← action selection(current node)
end
while number of possible actions ≥ 1 do

Perform random action();
end
value of this simulation← amount of goal product created
if value of this simulation > score then

score← value of this simulation
end

Algorithm 1: Playing a simulated game.

Data: Current node
Result: Next node
Obj ← value of the current best child node
foreach child nodem do

Vm ← mean value of node
σm ← standard deviation of Vm

Um(Obj)← Erfc(G · Obj−Vm√
2·σm

)

end
foreach child nodem do

Pm ← Um(Obj)
P

i∈M
Ui(Obj) .

end
return nodem with a probabilityPm

Algorithm 2: Action-selection strategy.

In Algorithm 2,Erfc represents the complementary error function, i.e.,

Erfc(x) =
2√
π

∫ ∞

x

e−u2

du

Moreover,meanvalue of node is the average of all the random games that have been
played from this node, which is updated incrementally.G denotes thegreedinessof the
algorithm. With a greediness of 1, the algorithm would stop considering an action only
when it has been proved to be inferior to its siblings. With such a setting, the depth which
can be achieved is very shallow. Otherwise than in adversarial searches, it is not mandatory

1Algorithm 2 is based on the Central Limit Theorem and has common points with the algorithms developed
for the Multi-Armed Bandit Problem such as Softmax or Exp3 [11]. Implementing and comparing such other
algorithms with MCTS will be a topic of interest for future research.



Size 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50
Problems tested 400 400 400 500 432 500 400 200

EPH Score 131.7 182.6 171.8 170.6 216.6 183.0 152.4 -
Score var 6.1 9.8 8.2 7.6 13.4 7.7 8.8 -
Time (s) 6.7 22.2 48.1 85.6 191.5 293.3 552.0 -

MCTS Score 112.0 158.6 159.5 178.9 241.4 226.7 243.4 278.4
Score var 6.2 9.9 8.2 7.6 13.5 8.0 9.9 24.4
Time (s) 5.4 11.5 20.4 40.2 92.9 170.3 241.2 462.0

Ran MCTS>EPH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999 1.0 1.0 1.0 -
tMCTS<tEPH 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 -

Count MCTS>EPH 20.0% 24.3% 36.5% 55.6% 61.9% 72.9% 88.0% -

Table 1:Results for EPH and MCTS on problems with various sizes.

that the algorithm explores every possible answer of the opponent. Thus, the greediness
parameter can be set to a larger value (around100 in our experiments). The algorithm then
performs so-calledforward pruningand is able to explore to a depth greater than200.

4 Experiments and results

In this section, we will discuss our experimental setup and results obtained. In our exper-
iments, we offer a large number of PMPs, varying in size betweenn = 10 andn = 50.
All problems adhere to the formalism and the additional constraints presented in Section 2.
They are generated randomly, but use a seed so that we can compare the algorithms on the
same problems.

Comparison of EPH with FPH. In [12], the authors compared FPH and EPH on problems
of sizen ≤ 30. The average scores obtained by EPH for problems of sizes up to 30 were
better than those obtained by FPH. A randomization test [13]was used to determine the
probability that EPH was indeed better. For sizes up ton = 21, this probability was1; for
larger problems, it decreased slowly to0.889 for sizen = 30. Further results for FPH are
omitted here. For a complete overview, we refer the interested reader to [12].

Comparison of MCTS with EPH. In our experiments, we compare EPH and MCTS on
problems of size10, 15, . . . , 40. Both the MCTS and EPH algorithms are allowed to run
until no further improvement is made for a fixed number of iterations (100 generations
of 50 individuals in EPH, 50,000 simulations in MCTS). Results are given in Table 1.
First, we indicate the number of problems experimented on. Second, we show average
scores including sample variances (i.e.σ/

√
n), and average running times per problem. A

graphical representation of the average running times of MCTS and EPH is given in Figure
2(a). Third, we include the results of two randomization tests, indicating the probabilities
that (i) MCTS reaches a better average score than EPH and (ii)MCTS is faster on average
than EPH. All randomization tests were performed with 10,000 iterations. Fourth, we print
the percentage of problems on which MCTS achieved a better score than EPH.

In the table, we see that, given the current termination conditions, MCTS achieves a
lower score than EPH on smaller problems, but is faster. Whenwe increase the problem
size, MCTS eventually scores higher than EPH, while maintaining faster performance.2

MCTS on even larger problems. MCTS, unlike EPH, is able to find a solution for prob-

2Since MCTS is both running faster and scoring less for sizes up to n = 20, we assessed the effect of
changing the termination conditions for MCTS: we increase the number of simulations allowed without further
improvement to 75,000. We observed that MCTS becomes significantly slower than EPH, but still does not
manage to reach the same score. Thus, EPH is clearly a better algorithm for small problems and MCTS wins
on large problems. The exact problem size for which MCTS becomes both faster and better than EPH with high
probability depends on the settings chosen (for MCTS: greediness, termination conditions; for EPH: population
size, mutation probability, et cetera) and the actual problems addressed.
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Figure 2:(a) Time consumed by MCTS and by EPH. (b) Speed of convergenceof MCTS.

lems withn = 50 within reasonable time. Using the current termination conditions, EPH
is too slow to solve large numbers of such problems. With lesstime-consuming conditions,
the algorithm’s performance drops rapidly (as the authors observed while tuning them). In
MCTS however, we can change the termination conditions in order to lower the running
time without losing much of the score, as will be shown below.The results presented for
n = 50 in Table 1 were obtained by running exactly 500,000 simulations for every problem.

Convergence of MCTS. We conduct an experiment on our test set of problems of size
n = 30 to determine the convergence speed of MCTS when we (i) changethe greediness
parameter and (ii) change the termination conditions (i.e., we perform more or less simu-
lations). We run a fixed number of simulations (1,000,000) onour test set and average the
results found during and after these simulations. Two different greediness factorsG have
been tested:G = 50 andG = 100. Results are reported in Figure 2(b).

One can observe that changing the greediness by a factor of two does not influence
the average result much, neither at the end of the simulation, nor during the simulation.
Moreover, it can be seen that the algorithm would have performed nearly as well (230 on
average instead of 241) with only half of the simulations (250,000 instead of 500,000); i.e.,
the algorithm would have been50% faster and would have scored only4% lower. Thus,
changing the termination conditions does not drastically influence the score achieved, and
we can make the algorithm substantially faster by allowing aslightly lower score.

5 Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we presented a Monte-Carlo search framework for single-agent problems
and games. It was compared to an adaptive algorithm presented in earlier research. The
task domain for this comparison, the production managementproblem, has three major
characteristics: (i) the problem is NP-Hard, (ii) the search space is scalable and (iii) it is
difficult to build a good evaluation function. Hence, this problem is an adequate testbed for
new search methods.

Earlier research [12] resulted in an evolutionarily optimized heuristic for a planning
algorithm (EPH), and in this article, we present a search algorithm that employs a Monte-
Carlo based evaluation function (MCTS). Experiments show that on small problems (e.g.,
with 10 products), EPH achieves a better score than MCTS. On larger problems (i.e., with
25 or more products), MCTS is faster than EPH and achieves much better scores. Fur-
thermore, we see that MCTS can be modified in such a way that running times decrease
significantly while scores decrease only slightly. Whetherrunning times or scores are cho-
sen as the main criterium, depends on the task domain.



In general, Monte-Carlo Tree Search can lead to good resultsin task domains which
have the following characteristics: (i) the search space islarge; (ii) there is no obvious
evaluation function; and (iii) there are several differentpaths to achieve a good score.We
show in this paper that Monte-Carlo Tree Search constitutesan interesting alternative to
an evolutionary algorithm. Our next research issue will be to assess the performance of
our algorithm in other complex task domains to which other computational intelligence
methods have already been applied, including adversarial settings.

We believe that the research reported here can still be improved in several ways. Among
them, promising to us are playing pseudo-random games instead of completely random
games (which requires some domain knowledge) and the automatic adjustment of the
greediness parameter in the algorithm.
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